Vocational services research: Recommendations for next stage of work
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Abstract—As the field of vocational services (VS) research matures, it is necessary to review its progress and identify any important gaps in measurement and methodology that may hamper future efforts. To encourage progress, we have identified (1) ways to increase consistency in measuring employment outcomes, (2) emerging patterns and lingering gaps in the range of variables and measures commonly used in VS research, (3) broader methodological patterns and needs in the area of study design and sampling, (4) interventions that warrant additional study, and (5) broad strategies to increase the overall amount and quality of VS research. The goal of this article is to assist the field in achieving clearer coherence in shared expectations and standards for research so that the field can consolidate its gains as it helps people successfully return to rewarding jobs in the community.
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INTRODUCTION

Scientific efforts to advance the practice of vocational rehabilitation (VR) for adults with the full range of disabilities have made remarkable progress over the past two decades. The number of published evaluations of vocational interventions has grown at an encouraging pace, and though the number of clinical trials has been fairly small, it is steadily increasing. Moreover, the level of methodological and statistical sophistication has improved substantially. To a significant extent, these trends have been driven by research studies seeking to carefully evaluate the use of the Individual Placement and Support model of supported employment (IPS SE) for adults with psychiatric disorders. There have been more than 20 clinical trials of IPS SE over the past 20 years, and more than 25 percent of all empirical evaluations of vocational services (VS) published in 2009 represent evaluations of IPS SE. These efforts have coincided with growing agreement among policymakers, clinicians, and
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researchers that clinical programming should be guided by principles of evidence-based practice (EBP) [1–2]. While IPS SE is one of the practices with a sufficient evidence base to be included on the list of EBPs, relatively few of the range of common vocational interventions have been the focus of controlled trials. Of those that have been, the populations studied have typically been a subset of the disability groups using VS.

As VS research matures, it is necessary for the field to review its progress and identify any important gaps in measurement and methodology that may hamper its ability to answer key questions. Moreover, articulating larger strategic issues may help direct future research toward particularly relevant and compelling concerns. To encourage progress, we have identified (1) ways to increase consistency in measurement of employment outcomes, (2) emerging patterns and lingering gaps in the range of variables and measures commonly used in VS research, (3) broader methodological patterns and needs in the area of study design and sampling, (4) interventions that warrant additional study, and (5) broad strategies to increase the overall amount and quality of VS research. We make recommendations in each of these five areas. These recommendations vary in terms of the audience they are relevant to and the potential benefit they may produce. Given these variations in focus, audience, and potential benefit, we have not tried to prioritize them in terms of importance but instead offer them all as potential ways to enhance different aspects of current research. Note that this article is not intended to be a comprehensive review of the literature, measures, or methodology in VS research. Instead, we have tried to highlight trends in the literature and make recommendations for the field as it moves forward. In particular, the final section of this article focusing on broad strategies for enhancing research could easily include extensive discussion of each strategy—an approach that is beyond the scope of this article.

COMPETITIVE EMPLOYMENT OUTCOMES AND MEASURES

As a field, VS profits from the relative luxury of having a single primary outcome: competitive employment. Competitive employment is defined by the Department of Labor (DOL) as work in the competitive labor market that is performed on a full-time or part-time basis in an integrated setting and for which an individual is compensated at or above the minimum wage [3]. While the stated goals of vocational interventions may be framed in a range of ways, the overall objective for most is to help participants obtain and maintain their own competitive job in the community.

The singular focus on competitive employment as the primary outcome of VS and as a key outcome for rehabilitation should continue for a number of reasons. Deterioration in functioning in competitive employment is a central element in the definition of disability (see the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health [4]), as evidenced by its central use in the compensation determination processes. It is also reflected in the diagnostic criteria for many of the most common disabling conditions (see Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, diagnostic criteria [5]). In the field of psychiatric rehabilitation, foundational documents such as the President’s New Freedom Commission on Mental Health emphasize the primacy of helping participants resume valued roles like employment in a way that is fully integrated into the community [6]. In this framework, clinical care, and specifically those clinical efforts designed primarily to reduce clinical symptoms, serves the overall goal of helping adults move toward or maintain full integration in the community. Similarly, the current philosophical emphasis on client-centered approaches to healthcare emphasizes the need for all clinical services to serve the goals of clients [7]. A growing body of evidence indicates that most adults with disabilities want to be employed in the community [8]. Finally, growing support exists for the long-standing view of many VS providers and researchers that “work is therapy” [9–11]. Participation in employment can have important clinical benefits that rival the benefits of many common clinical interventions. These benefits are wide ranging, and while not achieved by every participant, are generally experienced by most participants across most work settings and diagnostic groups. These include the benefits of physical activity; learning and cognitive activity; social contact and engagement; enhanced opportunities to play valued social roles, including a valued family role as “provider”; a valued societal role as a “worker”; a broader sense of purpose and meaning; opportunities to use and develop skills; opportunities for distraction from clinical symptoms such as anxiety; and the indirect benefits of earning income, such as paid leisure time and employer-supported healthcare benefits [9–11]. These benefits are rarely the primary goal...
of VS but rather constitute secondary benefits that bolster a continued clinical focus on employment.

What Qualifies as Competitive Employment?

Within this singular focus on competitive employment, substantive variations in definition exist that warrant review. For many studies, competitive employment is defined primarily using common DOL criteria of a “regular community job that anyone can apply for, with nondisabled coworkers, paying minimum wage or higher,” as distinguished from agency-contracted community employment, employment at a business owned and run by the rehabilitation agency, and employment in a sheltered workshop [12–14]. Variations between studies occur in whether to include “casual” or intermittent employment, employment with the assistance of job coaching or other supports, and the range of self-employment options or jobs supported by other programs such as state-managed business enterprise programs. Some studies use definitions that vary from the DOL criteria in small—and sometimes large—ways, while others lack specific definitions or criteria for competitive employment [15]. Some of the most common variations fall primarily along the lines of what the minimum number of hours worked per week qualifies as competitive employment; what the minimum length of time worked is; and whether competitive employment includes day labor, seasonal labor, or other temporary work. The data used to identify who is employed also vary, including the use of VR records [16], self-report data [15], employer information, or some combination of these [12].

A wide range also exists in whether ongoing competitive employment activity is included as an outcome and how it is measured. Common approaches include the use of variables such as any employment during follow-up (yes or no); total number of hours, weeks, or months worked; annualized weeks or months worked; number of weeks with ≥20 hours worked; months with ≥40 hours of paid employment; days or weeks to first job obtained; mean number of jobs obtained; mean tenure per job (total number of hours, weeks, or months on the job); longest held job; average pay rate; total earned income; average weekly pay; and total number of hours worked. These variables reflect the underlying interest in key dimensions of employment, including the extent of participation in any employment, the nature of the job(s) acquired, and the degree of earned income and other benefits. Measuring ongoing employment activity is particularly important as evidence mounts that acquiring initial employment is relatively easy compared with maintaining employment, which is more integral to sustained recovery. For example, in studies of employment services for clients with traumatic brain injury (TBI), although return to work rates across samples with mixed injury severities are as high as 70 percent [17], the rate of maintaining employment for individuals with primarily moderate to severe injuries appears to be more in the range of 34 to 46 percent [18]. The emerging notion of “steady worker” as an outcome category reflects researchers’ interest in documenting who maintains engagement in the role of employee across jobs versus within a specific job, both of which provide a different aspect of the outcome picture [19]. Across the field, variation in how ongoing employment is measured makes the comparison of both employment and individual job maintenance rates among studies more difficult.

While it is beyond the scope of this article to provide a complete rationale for any one definition of employment or any single approach to measuring employment across the full range of VS outcome research targeting diverse interventions and diverse disability groups, we do make the following broad recommendations for researchers, journal reviewers and editors, and grant reviewers:

1. All studies should emphasize the primacy of competitive employment outcomes in the way that they present their outcome data.
2. All future studies of vocational interventions should include the complete definition that the investigators use for competitive employment. Unless specifically justified, this definition should include the DOL criteria for competitive employment. In addition, it should also specifically state whether the following are included in the definition: (1) casual and intermittent employment activities, (including seasonal labor, temporary labor, and day labor), (2) employment with supports, and (3) range of self-employment options. It must also include specific criteria in terms of the minimum number of hours worked per week and weeks worked over the follow-up period. This allows for greater opportunities to compare results between studies. At a future point, the field may wish to convene a blue-ribbon panel to come to a consensus about one or more definitions to be used across all studies.
3. While studies may choose to define competitive employment in somewhat different ways, they should all provide sufficient data to allow the reader to identify...
(1) the number of jobs that are full-time, half-time or greater, and less than half-time; (2) the number of jobs that last ≥3 months and <3 months; and (3) employment rates both with and without casual or intermittent employment, set-aside jobs, and productive activity other than paid employment.

4. All studies should report data on a minimum set of common employment variables reflecting job acquisition, employment activity, and earnings. This minimum data set should include (1) the mean number of jobs acquired, mean duration of each job acquired, mean pay rate, and total pay per job; (2) the total weeks worked and total hours worked during the follow-up period; and (3) the total earned income. This data set should include outcome data in terms of both the sample and the individual participant. Finally, these individual variables should also be reported for the subset of participants who obtain one or more jobs. Each of these indicators contributes a unique element to the overall outcome picture and will support comparisons between studies. Examples of tables reporting many of these variables can be found in several recent articles [12,20], and these tables may serve as a common format for reporting these outcomes.

5. The existing literature evaluating the validity of common measures of competitive employment is inadequate, including the method of data collection (self-report vs employer data vs clinician report), and additional study should be encouraged.

What Other Outcomes Beyond Competitive Employment Should be Routinely Examined and What Other Variables and Measures Included Across Vocational Intervention Outcome Studies Should be Routinely Considered?

While the singular focus on competitive employment should continue to be a central theme of VS research, evidence suggests that consistently adding additional outcomes is desirable. “Work activity” and “paid employment” [12] are terms that have been used to refer to any type of paid activities, including competitive employment, paid work in a therapeutic setting such as transitional employment, and set-aside jobs such as those found in diversified placement settings or a sheltered workshop. Relative to competitive employment, this type of work is not always fully integrated into the community, may not be “owned” by the participant, may not pay at or above minimum wage, and typically does not offer benefits such as paid vacation, health benefits, or payment into Social Security retirement. Emerging data from research with psychiatric populations suggest that these types of work activities do have some advantages that are likely relevant for the range of disability groups. Because they are in the control of providers, participants can begin engaging in work fairly quickly and can often work more and earn more than when they must first find a competitive job [20]. In Bond et al.’s randomized controlled trial (RCT) [12] comparing IPS SE and Diversified Placement Approach (DPA) services, IPS SE resulted in better competitive employment and while DPA services resulted in a higher rate of work activity with quicker onset, more weeks worked, and more income earned. Penk et al. noted a similar finding when comparing a Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) transitional work experience (TWE) intervention with job placement [20]. They point out that while TWE was supposed to be a stepping stone to competitive employment, a role it appeared to perform poorly, many participants and referral sources also saw it as a valued intervention that facilitates structured activity, social contact, and support for participants engaged in relatively intensive clinical care for substance use and psychiatric disorders. It is also a means of “acquiring immediate income for participants, many of whom are homeless isolated adults with little or no money” [20].

Some of the same benefits could be cited for volunteer activity. Involvement in volunteer roles in the community has been thought of as a stepping stone to competitive employment for those who may be ambivalent about seeking employment directly [21–23]. A small number of studies do suggest that volunteer activity has positive effects on mental health functioning by providing structure, social engagement and support, community involvement, and enhanced self-esteem [21–23]. It has been used successfully in the rehabilitation of adults with TBI and for older adults for whom there are disincentives for competitive employment [23].

Educational activities can also offer structured activity, social contact, and a meaningful social role. They may also offer opportunities for skill development as well as the chance to earn credentials that can lead to more desirable competitive employment opportunities. In this way, education can address one of the criticisms of many vocational interventions—that participants often end up working in low-wage jobs that have limited personal reward, which in turn leads to poor job tenure [24]. The development of “supported education” as a rehabilitation intervention sharing many of the elements of supported employment
has helped spur interest in the inclusion of education services and goals into vocational planning [25].

Work activity, volunteer activity, and participation in education and training have traditionally been elements in some VS models. They have been justified as steps toward employment. As prior studies have noted, these activities offer the immediate benefits of structured involvement that can allow greater accommodations than many competitive jobs and can function as supportive activities for participants engaged in generally intense clinical treatment. They are also less threatening than many competitive jobs may be for many participants who may be anxious or ambivalent about competitive work [26]. Finally, they may be a valued goal in themselves for participants who want these health and therapeutic benefits but do not want a competitive job [27].

Including these activities as common outcome variables in vocational intervention evaluations does have some risk. Their inclusion may be misinterpreted by some to suggest they are equivalent in value to competitive employment, potentially leading to a reduced focus on competitive employment by the field and/or participants. With respect to participants, proponents of IPS SE have emphasized the importance of avoiding pre-employment activities such as training and education specifically because of the potential that they may delay and distract participants from job acquisition [12]. Despite the strong desire of participants for competitive employment [28], two separate studies found evidence that in some situations, intermediate work activities such as transitional employment placements can represent a distraction or disincentive to advancing to competitive employment and that participants in these activities may be less interested in pursuing competitive jobs than they were initially [20,29].

A broader philosophical issue also underlies the questions of whether to expand employment outcomes and how to value different outcomes relative to each other. The patient-centered model and the recovery model of care, two models that are highly influential in the current design of clinical services, both emphasize the centrality of client choice. While evidence exists that many potential participants in VS would like competitive employment, there is also evidence that at least in some situations, some would prefer other opportunities, such as transitional employment, education, and volunteer services [27]. While some of those sentiments reflect simple preferences, anecdotal evidence suggests that for some, those preferences reflect anxiety about potential failure in competitive jobs, given personal histories of multiple job losses [30]. If some client choices and preferences primarily reflect perceived low self-efficacy and high anxiety about failure, it is important to study how client choice functions in VS with a range of service options. Perception of self-efficacy, anxiety about failure, and other psychological barriers to employment may also respond to rehabilitation interventions (for example, cognitive behavior therapy combined with work therapy [31–32]) so that preferences may change over time.

If we look at the broader frame of reference in VS research, a wide range of baseline, moderating, mediating, and outcome variables and their respective measures can be found among intervention studies. This variety reflects a number of factors, including the nature of the sample, the focus of the intervention, the design of the study, and the ever-changing status of available outcome measures. While this variation may add depth and range to the scientific literature, it creates challenges for those comparing studies and for those attempting meta-analytic studies of treatment effects.

While allowing for scientific originality in the types of baseline measures examined (e.g., neurocognitive, social cognitive, symptom, personality, vocational, psychosocial, community function, and entitlement variables), all studies should carefully characterize their sample using commonly accepted measures appropriate to the clinical population. The intervention needs to be carefully described and fidelity and treatment integrity need to be determined. While a range of immediate and long-term outcome variables may be employed, studies should include those common variables that will make their results comparable with the broader literature.

In order to promote interpretation across studies, we have identified some common variables and measures that researchers may want to consider. The Table contains some of the variables and measures that are commonly used in VS research and have substantial evidence to support their validity. While it is not intended to be an exhaustive list, it does identify common measures that should be considered in developing new studies. There are also variables of interest for which either no valid measures could be identified or simply no measures of any kind could be identified. These include the degree to which jobs reflect participants’ preferences and interests, measures of whether jobs obtained are direct or indirect products of the target intervention, and measures of treatment fidelity for many common interventions. The Figure lists some of these variables, with the hope that
Common variables and measures utilized in vocational studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work and Work History</td>
<td>Vocational Update Form [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation and Value on Work</td>
<td>Motivation and Value on Work Scales [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Behaviors</td>
<td>Work Behavior Inventory [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Skills</td>
<td>Assessment of Work Performance [6–7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job or VS Satisfaction</td>
<td>Indiana Job Satisfaction Scale [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Fidelity: IPS SE</td>
<td>Quality of Supported Employment Implementation Scale [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Fidelity: DPA</td>
<td>DPA Fidelity Scale [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric Symptoms</td>
<td>Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Use</td>
<td>Alcohol Use Scale and Drug Use Scale [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Use Treatment</td>
<td>Addiction Severity Index [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Life</td>
<td>36-Item Short Form Health Survey, 12-Item Short Form Health Survey [16–17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>Herth Hope Index [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance Between Client and Provider</td>
<td>Boston University Consumer Empowerment Scale [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access, Supports, and Barriers to Work or VR</td>
<td>Working Alliance Scale [20]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


DPA = Diversified Placement Approach, IPS SE = Individual Placement and Support model of supported employment, VR = vocational rehabilitation, VS = vocational services.
Gaps in existing measures. DPA = Diversified Placement Approach, IPS SE = Individual Placement and Support model of supported employment.

additional developmental research in the area of measurement can help address some of these gaps.

One growing trend in measurement has been the development and utilization of objective measures of the intervention being evaluated. Again, this has been led by research efforts to evaluate IPS SE. A clear model of IPS SE service was published in 1993 [33], followed by a measure of treatment fidelity developed and validated in 1997 [34]. That measure has been used in a wide variety of studies both to document that the interventions being evaluated were representative of the model and to examine correlates of the degree of fidelity [35]. Koop et al. subsequently developed and evaluated a measure of treatment fidelity for DPA services [36] that has been used in at least one clinical trial as well [12]. Both of these measures document fidelity at the program level. Unfortunately, no published fidelity measures exist for the other vocational interventions commonly used and no fidelity measures exist that measure the intervention received at the individual VS participant’s level such that variations in intervention fidelity between participants could be examined. Published studies on interventions, such as selective or direct placement as funded by state and Federal VR programs, social enterprise, and self-employment programs [20,37] and other non-IPS SE programs, have little or no data to document the degree to which the services received by participants in the study actually match the targeted intervention model.

Fidelity is not the only variable needed to fully understand the evaluation of a vocational intervention. Studies should consider how to routinely include data regarding key intervention parameters, including measures of the time from enrollment to initiation of the intervention, the length and intensity of the intervention, the degree to which the intervention was integrated with other services, other clinical services received during the time of the intervention, provider characteristics, and the client-provider relationship.

Employment outcomes are also related to a range of environmental factors, and consistent documentation of those factors will allow for easier comparison between studies. A well-documented set of systems factors that affect employment outcomes include systems incentives and disincentives for work. While the most common of these are subsidies such as Social Security disability payments or VA disability income, others embedded in other government benefits and clinical services have the potential to affect decisions about employment. For example, some housing programs such as the Veterans Health Administration’s (VHA) Transition Residence programs require participants to be working in order to participate, resulting in participants entering employment primarily to facilitate participation in this housing program. Studies that fail to capture active contingencies of this type or program may miss key determinants of employment outcomes.

Similarly, the degree to which the vocational intervention is integrated into the larger system of clinical and social services is emerging as a key predictor of efficacy. In the IPS SE literature, integration is a key element of treatment fidelity and has been shown to be among the best predictors of employment outcomes change [38]. Data suggesting that other clinical services, service providers, and friends and families can play a key role in supporting or discouraging a return to employment underline the importance of interventions that coordinate closely with other services and communicate with the participant’s larger social network [39]. For example, Gowdy et al. found that the degree of optimism about successful employment outcomes within providers and programs as a whole was predictive of the rate of successful program outcomes over and above the type of intervention being offered [40]. It seems likely that other program variables such as staffing, staff experience and turnover, program accreditation, program funding, and
budget constraints may also prove to be important moderating factors that will help explain additional aspects of intervention outcomes.

If we look to a broader framework, environmental variables such as laws and governmental policies [41], healthcare systems variables [42], local unemployment rates [43], urban versus rural settings, the availability of additional VS and healthcare services, and needed resources such as transportation all likely contribute to outcome. To be effective, comparisons between studies will require a more complete description of the environment in which participants are looking for work and in which providers are assisting them.

With respect to the broader range of study variables and measures, we make the following recommendations:

1. While presenting outcome data in a way that emphasizes the primacy of competitive employment as a desired outcome, studies should routinely include distinct outcome data on the prevalence and degree of work activity, educational activity, and volunteer activity of all participants.

2. Measures of fidelity should become an expectation of all VS studies. This will require the development of new measures for some common services (see Hart et al. for tracking of standardized vocational interventions across five service sites in TBI [44]), including state and Federal VS, social enterprise, self-employment programs, transitional employment, and non-IPS SE. Development of measures of fidelity assessed at the participant level is needed.

3. Other measures of the intervention, in addition to fidelity, should be routinely included in all vocational intervention studies. Specifically, all studies should include data regarding the time to intervention initiation, length and intensity of intervention, and degree of integration of the intervention with other clinical and social services.

4. Measures of at least some key environment variables should be routinely included. Specifically, all studies should include data regarding the presence and nature of incentives and disincentives for employment, including data regarding the type of subsidies and contingencies on employment and the specific contingencies (e.g., potential earnings cap) data about the local employment market, including the local unemployment rate and data about use of additional clinical services that could substantially influence outcomes.

5. Continued efforts in measurement development and validation are needed to ensure the range of relevant variables can be included in studies using psychometrically sound measures.

Design and Sampling Issues

While RCTs have been underutilized, the trend in the literature is toward a growing use of RCTs. For a simple examination of methodology within the existing literature, we conducted searches in the PsychInfo database in 2009, 1999, and 1989 using the terms “vocational rehabilitation,” “vocational services,” and “supported employment.” In 2009, RCTs represented 22 percent of the evaluation studies as compared with 5 percent of the studies in 1999 and 0 percent of the studies in 1989. The majority of evaluation studies continue to use nonexperimental or quasi-experimental designs, most often providing pre- and posttest data on a sample of participants in one intervention or archival data describing large numbers of participants in poorly described programs. The trend toward greater use of RCTs reflects the growing availability of funding for this type of work, as well as the increased value placed on rigorous research that can qualify interventions as EBPs.

The use of RCT designs does present challenges. For example, Macias et al. point out the importance and challenges of addressing the potential for differential initial interest in, and thus attrition from, different treatment assignments within a study with evidence that this may be a confounding factor in some past studies of IPS SE [45]. While it is true that attrition can be a meaningful outcome variable, it also has the potential to be a threat to the internal validity of a study. Careful selection of a comparison condition that is well described and carefully implemented also helps to ensure that results are meaningful. Malec points out that RCT designs are less suited to evaluate interventions that seek to modify the physical or social environment, as well as important nonspecific intervention factors such as the therapeutic alliance or optimism of the provider [46].

Despite the design challenges presented by using RCTs, the trend toward greater use, when appropriate, should continue. However, given the inherent obstacles to conducting RCTs in vocational settings (i.e., difficulties minimizing the potential for experimenter effects, ethics of withholding interventions identified as best practices despite limited experimental support), observational and
other alternative designs will also continue to play an important role in the literature.

A critical need exists for continued focused study of aspects of cost and outcome of vocational interventions, as well as more frequent inclusion of cost data in the range of VS studies. There have been a number of cost-benefit studies of VS [14,47–49]. Efficiency studies can provide some of the most useful and influential data for funders and policymakers. Interventions designed to move participants from the ranks of the unemployed to the employed have some of the most tangible benefits for key stakeholders. More studies are needed to examine efficiency from the range of cost “frames,” including the participants, healthcare funders and providers, government, and society. Existing studies primarily examine efficiency from the perspective of the healthcare system, leaving the other views underexplored. In general, efficiency analyses present a number of challenges, including the development of the range of relevant cost data, varying methodologies within the field, and the limited number of evaluators adequately trained to complete this type of analysis. Such analyses also need to address cost-shifting, where an intervention may appear cost-effective from one perspective (healthcare cost) but actually cost society more (shifted to criminal justice costs).

Apart from the IPS SE literature, relatively few model-testing studies compare and discuss the relative advantages of well-defined models of service in or across specific disability groups. An example of this type of approach would be the systematic review by Fadyl and McPherson [50], who identified three primary approaches to VR after brain injury (BI): (1) program-based VR, i.e., VR in the context of a comprehensive postacute rehabilitation program; (2) supported employment model; (3) case coordination model. Model 1 is exemplified by comprehensive-integrated day programs, such as those developed by Ben-Yishay et al. [51] and Prigatano et al. [52], as well as by Community Reintegration programs [53–56]. The work of Wehman et al. [57–58] exemplifies model 2. Vocational case coordination [59–60] and resource facilitation (RF) [61] are examples of model 3. The authors document the features of these three approaches that are common and those that delineate the strategic value of each approach within a clinical context. Discussions such as this are relatively rare in the literature and should be more common as comparable data about specific models become more common.

Across published outcome studies from the past 20 years, archival studies using state and Federal administrative databases have been a common presence. For example, the RSA-911 (Rehabilitation Service Administration Case Service Report) database has been used in at least 35 studies in the past 10 years with a range of disability groups (see Bruyere and Houtenville [62] for an overview of this work), while the VHA and other databases are also being used to study entire populations of service recipients [63–64]. The advantage is the presence of existing data sets that represent all or most of the participants in commonly used programs and in specific disability subgroups. These data sets have varying availability to community researchers and have limits in terms of the range of data collected and evidence of the known validity of those data. Despite these limitations, when used carefully, they have the potential to provide important information about existing practices, and so continued efforts to explore and expand their usage is warranted.

In terms of populations and samples, it is noteworthy that over the past 20 years, the VS literature has shifted in primary focus from participants with developmental disorders to those with mental health disorders. In 2009, almost 60 percent of the published evaluations were of interventions with adults with mental health disorders compared with just 20 percent in 1989. In contrast, the largest portion of published evaluations in 1989 focused on adults with developmental disorders (40%) compared with just 10 percent in 2009. A need exists to expand the range of participant populations represented in new studies to evaluate outcomes of various interventions for adults with the range of disabilities and limitations, including the full range of mental health disorders, TBI, spinal cord injuries, sensory loss, limb loss and other physical disabilities, developmental disorders, other neurological disorders, prison re-entry populations, intimate partner violence populations, sex-offender populations, and others.

For many VR participants whose functional impairments manifest early in their adult life, their initiation into the world of the disabled begins with application for disability benefits. In the VA system, with its gradations of service-connected disability (from 0% to 100%), obtaining compensation can become an ongoing task of proving just how disabled the person can be. Veterans often describe themselves as “working on their disability.” Once people receive their disability pension, it becomes a powerful disincentive to return to competitive
employment. Their “disability career” can become self-perpetuating, because people with disabilities associate with each other and have fewer contacts in the working world. Studies are needed that examine these psychological processes, particularly at the time of application for disability, and interventions need to be developed that frame the pension process within a broader view of the individual’s recovery through rehabilitation. While people certainly benefit from the financial security of disability compensation, the process need not propel people into disability careers.

The “treatment career framework” proposed by Hser et al. also offers a framework for understanding treatment outcome and recovery for the range of relapsing disorders common in VR settings [65]. This perspective assumes that “individuals progress through complex developmental patterns by stages within which skills, attitudes, and behaviors evolve” [65–67]. Internal factors, such as motivation to change [68], and external social forces, including family, peer, and external contingencies for specific behaviors, vary over time and have direct influence on the course and outcome of treatment careers. From this perspective, treatment entry and re-entry, relapse, recidivism, and dropout represent common predictable elements in the larger picture of recovery. While not desirable, relapse and recidivism viewed apart from the overall pattern of the treatment career should not be seen as evidence that interventions are not necessarily working. From this perspective, the key outcome is success in the larger treatment career framework.

The treatment career framework highlights the larger issue of variation in the length of follow-up. Finding a job takes time even in the best situations. If we add the need to document job maintenance after acquisition, it is clear that a significant period of time is needed to observe the degree to which participants are able to achieve the desired outcomes and how long it will last. If we consider the most salient methodological issues for vocational evaluations, we must consider inadequate follow-up periods to be one of the major concerns in relation to understanding return to work. For example, for services for adults with TBI, documented return-to-work rates range from 12 to 70 percent. Not only do these rates reflect case mix variables, but the follow-up periods vary widely, ranging from 6 weeks to 7 years [17]. Clearly, longer follow-up periods are more labor intensive, more expensive, and require longer grant funding cycles. However, they provide a better opportunity to document the development and the duration of any treatment effects produced. In two recent RCTs in which weekly employment outcome data were reported across 12 [20] and 24 [12] months of follow-up, initial trends in treatment effects did not stabilize until at least the 6-month follow-up and group differences continued to change significantly for the remainder of the follow-up period in both studies. Unfortunately, there are no established conventions for a minimum follow-up period. Of the follow-up periods for six RCTs published in 2009, two used 6 months, two used periods from 12 to 18 months, and two followed participants for ≥2 years. Again, this degree of variation limits the conclusions that can be drawn across studies.

With respect to methodology, we make the following recommendations:

1. Researchers and program evaluators should continue to seek ways to use more experimental and quasi-experimental designs whenever possible while recognizing that the full range of designs will continue to be needed to answer pressing questions in this field.
2. Researchers and funders should seek ways to expand developmental research and create funding mechanisms that are well suited to this type of work. Similarly, researchers and funders should also seek ways to expand the use of archival and model-testing studies.
3. Researchers should attempt to include measures of various aspects of cost, while funders should attempt to expand funding for studies focusing explicitly on cost-benefit and cost-efficiency issues.
4. If possible, researchers and funders should broaden the range of populations studied to ensure progress in interventions for adults facing the full range of disabilities and other barriers to employment. Continued research attention is needed to address evidence of ongoing disparities in VS participation and outcomes.
5. Given the amount of time it takes to obtain employment and then demonstrate sufficient maintenance of employment, researchers should allow adequate follow-up periods to examine these variables. In general, for studies using sustained employment as a key outcome, a minimum of 24 months of follow-up should be encouraged by journals and funding sources. There should also be a concerted effort to study the long-term effects of vocational interventions over follow-up periods of at least 3 to 5 years.
6. Studies that use the frame of reference of either “disability careers” and/or “treatment careers” should be
Interventions that Warrant Additional Study

The last 10 years have been a time of innovation in VS, spurred by the growing number of empirical studies documenting both the efficacy of existing models and the considerable room for improvement in even the most effective models. The next 10 years are likely to produce research that evaluates a number of adaptations of existing models, either for improvements in general outcomes or for improved services to target populations. Entirely new approaches will also be developed, evaluated, and disseminated. While most existing models have been developed within specific clinical settings and with specific populations, their efficacy with the range of different target populations needs to be explored. We discuss some of the most promising directions next.

Further Study of Individual Placement and Support Model of Supported Employment

A wide range of important questions warrants further investigation of IPS SE, including whether it can be effectively applied to populations outside adults with major mental illness, ways to enhance entry and participation, and ways to further enhance employment maintenance. A number of efforts have enhanced the existing model in order to either improve outcomes or adapt it for other populations, such as adults with TBI. Supported employment has been paired with a range of additional interventions, including cognitive rehabilitation [69–70], motivational interviewing,* social skills training [71], and supported education [72]. This trend will hopefully continue in an effort to improve the outcomes and broaden the application of this well-established model. There is also a need to study how IPS SE leads to successful outcomes and what elements are most closely related to outcomes.

Customized Employment

Described by some authors as “the natural evolution of supported employment,” customized employment is an emerging intervention that is beginning to develop a base of empirical support [73]. The model emphasizes an extensive job-development process to meet individualized job goals that reflect the unique needs of the employment seeker. Small caseloads reflect the effort to spend more time understanding emerging participant interests and goals as well as a key focus on employment facilitated by additional funding and support resources. The data from initial empirical evaluations are quite limited at this point [73–74].

Diversified Placement Approach and Transitional Work Experience

With the publication of fidelity guidelines for services [36], a group of common services are likely to be increasingly studied. The DPA most closely describes VS common in clubhouse settings typically serving adults with severe mental illnesses. It is also similar to VHA TWE services, which are also fairly common across the country and with a range of disability groups [20]. Existing evidence suggests that these models have been relatively ineffective at helping participants obtain competitive employment. However, they are relatively effective at helping participants engage in work activity. The value of work activity and its role in helping participants return to competitive employment is one aspect that needs further study. With 100 VHA vocational programs, including both DPA-type services alongside IPS SE, further need exists for investigation about how these services can most effectively interface.

Resource Facilitation

Developed in the field of BI rehabilitation, this approach has the potential for successful application with the full range of clinical groups. The RF [75] approach involves a coordinator providing assistance and advocacy to “break down barriers, increase access, and facilitate timely, coordinated management of resources” to return the individual with BI to full participation in family and community life [61]. RF seeks to increase access to community services and supports. A primary goal of RF is to develop a service support network that not only directly supports return to work (e.g., job search, placement, supported employment, transportation to work) but also provides a network of social support for work while giving work meaning. The RF coordinator is an advocate who assists the participant to develop a self-directed plan for community re-entry, identify needed services and supports, and develop a sustainable network of these services.

and supports. Building this network requires the education of both involved parties about BI. In some cases, a family member is a very able RF coordinator. However, in many cases, family members are not sufficiently knowledgeable about community systems or able to be effective advocates, and RF is best provided by a professional.

Interventions to Enhance Employers’ Involvement

Major interventions used across disability groups to enhance employers’ involvement include (1) liaison with employers soon after injury, (2) employer education, and (3) long-term employer support. In one study, while 80 percent of participants with BI returned to full-or part-time employment or education overall, almost 40 percent returned to their preinjury employment, although not necessarily at the same level [59]. This was orchestrated through early contact with the employer soon after injury and through maintaining this relationship over the succeeding months while the client engaged in rehabilitation to the point where return to work became a more realistic goal. Employer education has been identified as critical to vocational re-entry after BI [59,76]. Such education includes both general information dispelling employer myths about BI and specific information about the client’s needs for physical and cognitive accommodations. Ongoing employer support [59,61,76–77] has also been identified as critical. Such support begins with regular follow-up that becomes increasingly less frequent as confidence in the durability of the placement increases. In the long term, a contact person remains available into the indefinite future for assistance and problem-solving as unanticipated difficulties arise.

Paid Coworkers as Trainers

This model involves the selection of a well-established senior lead- or journey-level worker to mentor the VS participant. Mentorship involves training, observation, self-management concerns, and advocacy. Coworkers are paid on an hourly basis for their training activity (e.g., before work, over lunch, on break, end of day) and receive 2 to 4 hours of training to learn training tools for both themselves and the participant. The model was developed by Curl et al. [77–78] and has been used with adults with learning and behavioral disorders, developmental disabilities, and TBI but may have promise for other disability groups as well. The model is particularly helpful when the level of work is at a semiskilled or skilled level. Inappropriate for the generic job coach, the training is only needed intermittently or in relation to a specific aspect of the job or if the company is unresponsive to a job coach.

Work Trials With or Without Pay

Work trials are time-limited job placements to assess the client’s ability to succeed at a specific job and in a specific work environment. Work trials may be paid or unpaid and typically include elements of supported employment [77–78]. Work trials provide a means of assessing the client’s ability to manage many aspects of the employment, such as the specific work skills required by the job, time demands and other expectations for performance, and the interpersonal and physical environment of the workplace. These latter aspects of work that are not directly related to job skills are often the most challenging for individuals with vocational problems. Since the early 1990s, it has been recognized that such on-the-job assessments are of greater value in assessing the ability of the client to succeed on the job than standardized job skill or interest assessments [79–80].

Another area likely to attract interest is the use of paid internships as a stepping stone to competitive work. In some states, VR agencies have developed interventions in which they pay a client’s salary to an employer for a paid internship, involving 2 to 6 months of paid training and experience. This is done under a “good faith” agreement with the company that the intern will be hired post internship period. This arrangement provides a margin of safety for all parties and allows training and acculturation to the workplace.

Psychological Interventions to Enhance Vocational Outcomes

Preliminary research supports adding psychological interventions to VS to address relevant psychological processes that are known predictors of work performance and vocational outcome. These interventions employ neurocognitive and social cognitive retraining [69–70,81], cognitive behavior therapy that targets dysfunctional beliefs related to work [32], detailed work feedback and goal setting [82], or work-related social skills training (e.g., workplace fundamentals [83]). These interventions, alone and in combination, may improve vocational outcomes within the full range of VS participants. They also provide a more comprehensive rehabilitation approach that may synergistically increase the overall therapeutic effect of the rehabilitation experience on clinical outcomes, quality of life, and the recovery process [84].
Contingency Management Integrated with Vocational Services

Contingency management has primarily been used to enhance substance abuse treatment, but at least two RCTs have documented its efficacy at enhancing the outcomes of transitional employment [85–86]. Both job acquisition and maintenance goals were rewarded, with the result that participants were more active in job search and moved to competitive employment more quickly and at higher rates. The “therapeutic workplace” is a unique variation on this theme, using employment and a structured therapeutic work setting to reinforce abstinence among unemployed adults with substance use disorders [87]. Though substantial empirical data supports its efficacy at establishing abstinence, the model has not been applied widely [88–89].

Self-Employment and Social Enterprise Interventions

Self-employment and microenterprise development interventions have a number of advantages over interventions that result in placements in traditional jobs for VR participants. Self-employment typically focuses on jobs that more closely reflect the personal interests and skills of the individual. Self-employment also offers a greater degree of autonomy and flexibility. Adults who work for themselves have a greater ability to shift their work activities and schedules to address their other needs, including attending clinical appointments. Criminal records can represent a significant barrier to being employed in many companies, so some adults seek self-employment as a more viable means of work. Finally, self-employment also offers the potential for higher pay rates for those who are successful. In these ways, self-employment can be a means of raising the value of being employed for some people and so may lead to enhanced tenure. It does pose some risks as well, including the potential of less job stability and reliable pay, greater stress, and greater range of skill requirements. Clearly, interventions like the supported self-employment program developed and currently being evaluated within the VHA [90] designed to promote or support self-employment among populations with a range of disabilities are not the ideal service for everyone, but rather a valuable option for a significant fraction of VR participants.

Social enterprises, also referred to as “social firms” or “affirmative businesses,” are businesses created specifically to employ adults with disabilities, most commonly psychiatric disabilities. This model was developed in Europe and has spread to North America and Asia. The model is designed to provide a number of advantages, including the development of a stronger sense of community in the work setting, greater empowerment of participants, and the infusion of work with a stronger sense of personal mission. Like self-employment interventions, social enterprise interventions are just beginning to be evaluated [91].

Family and Clinical Provider Interventions

The growing evidence documenting the key role of stakeholders such as family, friends, and healthcare providers in VS outcomes has begun to spawn a range of new interventions designed to influence these stakeholders to support return-to-work efforts. Motivational interviewing interventions designed specifically to enhance support from family and friends for IPS SE are currently under evaluation [92]. Contingency management approaches that reward support for employment outcomes among vocational and nonvocational healthcare providers [93] are also being studied and may well be found to have a powerful effect on employment outcomes.

Broad Strategies to Increase Overall Amount of Research Focusing on Vocational Services

The literature examining vocational interventions has grown steadily over the past 20 years, both in terms of raw number of published studies and in degree of sophistication. IPS SE has been established as one of the most well-supported EBPs and other VS models are increasingly being evaluated and standardized. Despite these advances, a great need for additional study exists in order to improve program success rates and develop innovative new models that will better serve the needs of the full range of potential consumers. With the VHA in particular, the expansion of vocational intervention research would reflect the VHA’s desire to focus its services on rehabilitation and recovery-oriented models and to expand its own VS in an EBP manner. In order to facilitate the needed growth in vocational intervention research, we make the following range of recommendations:

1. Expand research that supports ongoing efforts to help healthcare policymakers, administrators, clinicians, and consumers recognize the centrality of employment outcomes across disability groups. Earlier in this article, we identified a number of reasons that competitive employment should be a primary outcome for rehabilitation services. Those reasons also represent a substantive rationale for employment and
recovery outcomes to take a more central role in healthcare. Efforts to move healthcare toward a patient-centric, recovery-oriented model necessarily elevate the focus on employment. Cost-benefit analyses from the societal perspective also highlight the importance of employment as a desirable outcome for healthcare consumers and systems. Researchers and funders could better support this effort by ensuring that questions related to this agenda remain the focus of empirical study. Compelling research findings have played a key role in changing the healthcare system’s orientation, and they will likely provide a key impetus for continued change.

2. Develop a new generation of professionals interested in and capable of conducting VS research through new and existing career development funds and funded research training fellowships. The research field operates on very basic behavioral psychology principles: the efforts of new researchers are directly shaped by the reinforcers of funding and career advancement. Research funders should ensure that there are adequate incentives to gain the attention and guide the efforts of young researchers trying to establish their careers. Targeted career development awards programs and funded research fellowship programs can provide particular assistance to help young investigators gain the experience and mentoring they need to build a sustainable research career focusing on VS.

3. Increase broader opportunities for well-designed VS research by expanding targeted funding sources and developing opportunities for focused meetings and conferences for VS researchers. The National Institutes of Health, VA, and other funders of clinical research should exert the powerful influence of the purse to help expand the amount and quality of VS research. Targeted requests for applications that specifically encourage well-designed studies focusing on key strategic questions for VS for a wide range of disability groups will likely have the greatest potential for making specific advances in the field. A need also exists for more regular sharing of research results and ideas. Currently, no single natural venue exists for that type of communication, because VS researchers are spread across professions and organizations. Until such a venue develops from existing or new professional groups, organizations with a vested interest in advancing this field (VA, National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, or U.S. Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association) should develop an annual meeting specifically for VS researchers and their trainees.

4. Create research centers of excellence focusing on VS. The development of issue-focused research centers has been an effective method of advancing targeted study in a range of fields. In particular, the VA has developed a range of rehabilitation research and development Centers of Excellence, Mental Illness Research Education and Clinical Centers, Quality Enhancement Research Initiatives, and Research Enhancement Award Programs focused on important clinical issues. Unfortunately, none have been developed with a focus on VS.

5. Develop collaborative projects that involve natural VS partners. The fragmentation of providers in the VS field represents a major barrier to advancing intervention outcomes. For example, within the VA, VS provided by the Veterans Benefits Administration and VHA are rarely integrated in any clinical or research effort. Similarly, important opportunities exist for VA and other state and Federal VS to collaborate on interventions that would drive up successful outcome rates for both providers. Joint efforts would benefit not only from shared expertise but also from shared resources. This will likely require considerable political willpower and may not happen without outside facilitation, because the history of noncollaboration is long and likely reflects a range of bureaucratic barriers.

CONCLUSIONS

Employment services research has been growing and maturing as a field, resulting in greater advances in clinical practice. This progress is both a cause and a consequence of the increased recognition of the central role of employment in the process of rehabilitation and recovery. While much of the recent rigorous research has been done within the subset of mental health services, the broader field of VS research is ready for clearer coherence in shared expectations and standards for research so that the field can consolidate it gains on its way to helping greater numbers of people successfully return to rewarding jobs in the community. This article is an effort to advance this process.
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